Vivian Kistler
Remembrances From the PFM Family
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Vivian speaking to an interior designer at a
Kistler Art and Framing gallery show in1982.

Teaching framers in 1984. By this time,
teaching had become her favorite thing to do.

stories. Her biggest impact on me was as the catalyst for
writing my mounting books. There were also the years of
being gypsy educators roaming from one ABC, PPFA, or
Larson show to another. But most I fondly recall sipping
champagne in a bar with her while at the Dallas ABC
show, lunch in New York discussing color marketing, and
driving around looking for a movie theatre and ending
up with hot fudge sundaes instead. Good times.”
Contributing Editor Brian Wolf says, “Whether she
was making pictures or pasta sauce, Vivian had a joy for
life and a spirit for adventure that drew everyone in. For
those of us who worked with her, everything we touch
now has a story that begins, ‘Remember what Vivian said
about....’ Thank you, Vivian.”
Much of Vivian's career is best captured by vignettes
and stories. Most people remember Vivian at venues like
the ABC Show in Gettysburg, PA, where the hotel had
theme rooms. That is but one story in thousands, which

Vivian worked with many companies over the
years, including this 1995 advertising photo.

Demonstrating mat cutting techniques for
an instructional video for framers in 1990.

is how everyone who knew Vivian will remember her.
One of the best stories occurred in Italy. Vivian had
taken a side trip there after a European show to visit the
hometown of the Columba family. Vivian met cousins who
still remembered, through their parents, talk of her mother
coming to the U.S. Then she headed back home and had to
make the flight. Of course, she was running a little late.
There was a crowd at the gate, and a great deal of confusion.
No one was being processed. Realizing that if something did
not change, she wouldn't make her flight, she moved to the
front of the line and whistled to get everyone's attention.
Then she started dividing up the group by destination and
created a line. It resulted in people being processed by the
ticket agents. As the last person moved through the ticket
line, Vivian took her place, and made her flight. We like to
think that Saint Peter is now getting the same kind of help.
The PFM family has lost a writer, an educator, and a
friend. And the industry has lost a legend. ■

Vivian continued making videos, including
this one in 2002 at the Columba studio.

Vivian was honored in 2009 with the PPFA
Lifetime Achievement Award.
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